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CAL Field Hockey Remains Strong
Heading into Regional Tournament
Despite the threat of adverse
weather, the CAL field hockey team once again demonstrated their superiority over
their local cross-town rivals.
From the opening whistle,
the lady Centurions dominated time of possession and moved the ball effortlessly in and
around the Eagle defense. Senior Allie Wheeler put CAL on
the scoreboard early in the first quarter, after a nice pass from
classmate Jenna Doezema. Minutes later, Allie Kinser capitalized on a nice pass from Addie Clem and CAL was up 2-0.
Allie Wheeler scored again to give CAL a 3-0 lead heading
into the second quarter. (continued on next page)

Boys Varsity Soccer
Comes to a Close
Your boys varsity soccer Centurions
traveled east to Lexington to battle the
Sayre Spartans in the first of a threegame stretch away from the friendly
confines of the Christian Academy
campus.
In a hard-fought match, CAL came
away 2 – 1 victors by way of a brace
from senior Dylan Cornett. Senior Caden Hauser and sophomor e Nick Johns pr ovided assists.
(continued on pg. 3)

Cal baseball alumni game is this Saturday! (details on pg. 11)
CAL Girls Soccer Ends Season
at Regional Tournament
The Centurions faced the
Assumption Rockets on the
Assumption Green turf in
the first round of the Region 7 Soccer Tournament.
CAL was the presumed underdog with Assumption
carrying in a 14-4-2 record. The Rockets struck early, scoring
just five minutes into the match and again a minute later leaving the Centurions down 0-2 early. The defensive line of Luna
Guarin, Jasimine Hubbard, Madison Raley, and Taylor
Touche responded to the challenge and held off the Assumption attach for the next twenty minutes. With 13 minutes left in
the half Assumption scored on a header off a corner kick and
carried a 3-0 halftime lead. In the second half, Assumption
showed their depth and wore the Centurions down. Final
score: Centurions 0, Assumption 7. Madison Raley was
named to the Region 7 All Tournament Team. The Centurions
closed out their season with a 7-8-1 record.

Marching Centurions Compete at
Twin Lakes Contest
The Marching Centurions traveled to
Grayson County High School on Saturday to compete in the Twin Lakes
Marching Band Contest. It was a
beautiful, windy day.
It takes a small army of parents to
keep the band on the road. The camaraderie of the parents makes the whole
experience fun for all. By the end of
the season, the parents, and the band members form a really
special group.
The band performed splendidly, as the wind died down a bit
just before their performance. They came in 2nd overall in
class AA-1, with awards for the best color guard, and best
percussion sections in their class. Their performance overall
earned them 3rd place behind Washington County and Hancock County high schools, competing against A and AA
schools. (photos on pg. 8)
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The next 15 minutes belonged to CAL captain Mia
Schoenbeck, who netted two goals unassisted. Senior
Karly Fetter made it 6-0 just before halftime, with the assist coming
from sophomore Sophia Coombe. In the second half, the CAL team
continued to play tough defense and distribute the ball. It was only a
matter of time before the score was 10-0, with the final four goals coming from Sophia Coombe, Anne Marie Krebs, Addie Clem, and Lauren
Sloan.
CAL Victorious at Mercy Academy
A warm October evening saw the CAL field hockey team travel to Mercy Academy, where the Jaguars surprised the Centurions with a goal in
the first minute to take and early 1-0 lead. The Centurions remained
calm. They controlled the ball and mounted attack after attack. Finally,
in the closing minutes of the first half, Sophia Coombe zipped a pass
into the circle, setting up a nice finish for captain Anne Marie Krebs.
Halftime score 1-1. CAL picked up in the second half right where they
left off, demonstrating their ability to press, defend, eliminate, and go.
Anne Marie Krebs scored her second goal of the night, thanks to wellexecuted penalty corner. A relentless attack from the lady Centurions opened the flood gates for a barrage of
goals. Senior striker Allie Wheeler scored twice, using her experience
and savvy to be in the right place at the right time. Late in the second
half, head coach Steph Seeley made some changes, which ultimately
resulted in two highlight-worthy goals from junior Mia Schoenbeck. As
the clock ran out, the scoreboard showed a well-deserved 6-1 victory
for CAL. While the Lady Centurions are happy with the win, they remain focused on the upcoming Regional Tournament, where they will
likely face Sacred Heart Academy in the championship game on Tuesday October 19 at 7:00pm.
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9/27 @ Holy Cross
CAL traveled to Shively to take on the cross-town Cougars of Holy Cross.
Taking out frustrations from recent disappointing results, your Centurions
scored early and often on the way to a dominant 8 – 0 win.
Sophomore Nick Johns put CAL on the board five minutes into the contest
with an assist from senior Caden Hauser. Two minutes later, senior JP
Schroering, moving fr om the back line to the str iker position, added
the first goal of his brace on the evening.
Hauser got on the scoreboard with an assist from sophomore Nate Lesperance to extend the CAL lead to 3 – 0 in the opening minutes of the contest. A goal from senior Dylan Cornett and a second goal for Schroering
put the Centurions ahead 5 – 0 at the break.
Freshman Jackson Nguyen opened his CAL varsity account with an assist from
junior Jack Barrickman. Not to be left out of the scoring party, Barrickman
added his own scoring strike moments later.
Nguyen added a second goal past the Cougars’ keeper to close the scoring and
secure the 8 – 0 win for CAL.
9/28 @ DeSales
Playing their third game in five days, CAL visited the DeSales Colts. The DeSales student section was chirpy, and both teams came out fast and aggressive
from the opening whistle. CAL fired the first shot of the contest with a shot
from senior Caden Hauser that sailed just wide of his target. DeSales took the
resulting goal kick and returned the favor with a shot of their own, however,
senior Caleb Rountree calmly secured the ball.
(continued on next page)

Can’t Make it to the Game?
Listen & watch LIVE broadcasts of all
CAL Varsity football games by Mike
Batuello & Draper Hall on
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Junior Jack Barrickman’s freekick over the top of
the Colts defensive wall found senior Dylan Cornett
for an attempt that was saved. Moments later Cornett secured a through ball from Hauser, wrestled his way through
two Colts defenders and found the back of the net to put CAL on
the board first 1 – 0.
CAL and DeSales would trade attacks and
counter attacks throughout the first half,
producing excitement for the fans, and heart
-stopping moments for the moms in attendance. A well-contested first half ended 1 –
0 Centurions.
Much like the opening moments of the first half, CAL started the second half equally
aggressive, with a shot on target from Cornett just twenty seconds in. Just like the
opening minutes of the first half, DeSales responded to CAL’s opening shot with a
counter attack and shot of their own that was saved by senior goalkeeper Caleb Rountree.
A theme for both teams quickly emerged for much of the second half. Attack. Shot.
Saved. Counter attack. Shot. Saved. Rinse. Repeat.
In the first of multiple second half controversial decisions by the green team, a DeSales shot that sailed over
the crossbar for a CAL goal kick was overturned and rewarded to DeSales for a corner. The Colts service
from the corner found a friendly head in the crowd and slipped through for a DeSales equalizing goal.
Later, a clear and clean tackle from CAL goalkeeper Rountree needed a
green team conference and group discussion before the center ref
awarded DeSales with a penalty kick. Further discussion delaying the
kick might ice an average keeper, however, Rountree stared down the
Colts shot taker and saved the penalty.
A well-executed CAL freekick by junior Jack Barrickman and Cornett
from just outside the box found the framework but ricocheted the
wrong way.
Perhaps the most controversial call of a game full of questionable actions from team green provided DeSales with a freekick set piece in the
match’s 79th minute resulting in a header for a Colts goal to deliver a
heartbreaking CAL loss at 2 – 1. (continued on next page)
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9/30 vs. Highlands Latin (Senior Night)
Playing their fourth game in a week, CAL hosted the Highlanders from Highlands Latin for
senior night and the final regular season match.
The visiting Highlanders started the match with possession and controlled the game early on. Highlands Latin
opened the scoring in the sixth minute, followed by a second goal three minutes later off a corner ball that pinballed around in the box before finding its way through the crowd and into the CAL net.
Fighting back, the homestanding Centurions got on the board in the 16th minute with a
freekick from junior Jack Barrickman that found senior Dylan Cornett, who was able to settle the ball, turn and shoot before the visitors could corral him. CAL was inches from bringing the game level two minutes later with a quick restart on a freekick from senior Caden
Hauser to sophomor e Nate Lesperance, however , Lesper ance was denied on the shot.
Moments later, CAL did get the equalizing goal off an assist from sophomore Nick Johns
who found Cornett for his second goal on the evening. Keeping the pressure on, Highlands
Latin quickly answered with a goal on a highly questionable no-call offside to put the visitors back in front 3 – 2.
A yellow card against CAL in the 31st minute of the first half provided the visitors a
freekick from a dangerous spot just outside the 18-yard box. A well-placed kick found the
head of a Highlander for a 4 – 2 lead for the visitors at the break.
Ten minutes into the second half, Highlands Latin benefitted from an unlucky handball in
the box and put the penalty away for a 5 – 2 lead. CAL would close the gap to 5 – 3 with a clinical one-two
overlapping run between Hauser and Johns down the right flank. Hauser’s long cross from deep in the corner
just skipped past a streaking senior JP Schroering, but found the foot of Barrickman for the score.
Highlands Latin was awarded a second penalty kick off a tough-break foul in the box against CAL. The visitors put away the attempt to secure a 6 – 3 loss for the Centurions on senior night and the last regular season
varsity game.
10/5 vs. Kentucky Country Day
In the region 7 district 28 tournament, CAL faced off against top-5 Kentucky County
Day at Eastern High School.
KCD wasted no time jumping into attack mode with an aggressive press using all ten
field players and planting their centerbacks at the midfield stripe, forcing CAL to drop
and defend with numbers.

The Bearcats opened the scoring in the 13th minute with a long cross and finish from
deep in the corner that narrowly escaped the CAL defensive backs.
CAL’s few first half possessions broke down quickly with KCD seemingly knowing
where the pass was going before it was played. KCD’s aggressiveness, accurate passing,
and attacking shape forced CAL into a bend-but-don’t-break defense that withstood an
onslaught of shots.
A KCD corner in the 30th minute found a Bearcat header on a clean look at the CAL net
for a 2 – 0 KCD lead at the break. (continued on next page)
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CAL regrouped at the half and found their attack. A series of passes
among junior Mason White, sophomore Nick Johns, senior Caden
Hauser, and senior Dylan Cornett pr oduced a scor ing oppor tunity but came up short as KCD’s keeper was able to win the foot race to a through
ball intended for sophomore Asa Loos.
Hauser and Cornett would connect again moments later on another CAL attack with
a shot on target from Hauser that was fingertipped saved by the Bearcats goalkeeper.
A goal kick from senior Caleb Rountree in the 48th minute found Loos getting loose
behind the KCD defense down the left flank. Loos side-stepped a Bearcat centerback and found Cornett near
the top of the 18-yard box, whose shot was inches wide.
KCD would get the decisive goal in the 78th minute with a fast break off of CAL’s lone corner kick of the
game. The Bearcats were able to break and get behind CAL’s defense and win the one-on-one against Rountree to cap a 3 – 0 loss for the Centurions, ending the season for CAL.
The 2021 fall boys varsity soccer campaign finished with an 8 – 7 – 2 record.
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A Message to the Seniors
To CAL’s graduating boys varsity soccer seniors:
#3 Cam Vogt
#5 Dylan Cornett
#10 JP Schroering

#11 Caden Hauser
#17 Jeremy Hays

#22 John Sabbak
#71 Caleb Rountree

Thank you for your relentless effort, sportsmanship, and leadership in service of Him through the beautiful
game of soccer. Over the course of seventeen games in your senior campaign, you represented your school,
your families, and yourselves with class and set the example for Centurions who will follow in your footsteps.

Good luck in your next steps in life as you make decisions about continuing your education, entering the
workforce, and become Christian Academy of Louisville alumni. We hope to see you on the sidelines in years
to come cheering on your Centurions!
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The JV field hockey team concluded their season this
week with a 3rd place finish in the Pumpkin Tournament
hosted by KCD.
On Tuesday night the Centurions began the Pumpkin Tournament
against the Ballard Bruins. Within the first minute of the game, Callahan
Wilson used her speed and scored the first goal. Soon after, Ava Ward
hit in a mid-air shot at the post putting CAL up 2-0. Goalkeeper Ashley
Zanetti had great saves on two corners where the Bruins hoped to get a
score. In the 3rd quarter, Brooke Lee showed incredible toughness during
Ballard’s strong push for a goal and CAL moved on to the next round with their 2-0 win.

On Thursday, CAL faced the top seeded Sacred Heart Valkyries. SHA
came out strong with multiple offensive attacks. Again, Ashley Zanetti
had two strong saves on corner plays from SHA, but they finally broke
through by the end of the first quarter with a goal. In the second quarter, Sacred Heart again had multiple attempts that were stopped by defensive players Emma Girling, Brooke Lee, Kennedy Brown and Nora
Ritter. Then Amber Lacy had a beautiful breakaway where she passed
up to Ava Ward. The SHA goalie charged but Ward spun and got the
shot in the goal to tie 1-1. The momentum led to a strong CAL push for
another goal the last 5 minutes of the half. Unfortunately after halftime, Sacred Heart got another quick
goal. They attempted to widen the lead, but again Zanetti and team stopped them. While CAL controlled the
ball much of the last quarter looking to wear their opponents down, the game ended in an 1-2
loss. Congratulations to Nora Ritter and Ashley Zanetti were named the to the All-Tournament team for their
efforts during this game.
Saturday morning, CAL faced Manual. While it was a very physical
game, CAL controlled the ball and pace of the game. In the first quarter, Callahan Wilson ran through her opponents and passed to Madelyn
Frazee who drove the ball into the corner for the first goal. Amber
Lacy, Jillian Ehret, and Olivia Kinser helped keep control at midfield
while Brooke Lee, Grace May and
Livy Hall kept Manual from scoring. Later, Madelyn Frazee drove
the ball on a corner attempt. Manual’s goalie had a strong kick back out, but Frazee took the
rebound and drove it straight back for the second goal. CAL won 2-0
which led to their 3rd place finish. Congratulations to Brooke Lee and Jillian Ehret for being named to the All-Tournament team after this last
game and conclusion of a great season.
A special thanks to Michelle Krebs and Casey Wilson who coached the JV team and invested in these girls
this season. We are grateful for all of their time, energy, and encouragement.
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Monday, October 11,2021
CAL 0 Male 2
Set 1: CAL 16 Male 21
Set 2: CAL 14 Male 21

Tuesday, October 12,2021
CAL Sacred Heart
Set 1: CAL 4 Sacred Heart 21
Set 2: CAL 6 Sacred Heart 21
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Boys Junior Varsity Soccer Comes to a Close
9/28 @ DeSales
DeSales took control from the opening whistle and put the young CAL JV defense under
immense pressure, evidenced by the Colts’ first goal just one minute and nine seconds into
the match. A run down the right flank deep into the corner followed by a cross in front of
the goal found the head of a Colt for a clear look on goal.
The young CAL JV squad calmed down and settled in to battle back.
Sophomore Bryson Hauser got behind the DeSales defense off a
long on-target through ball from freshman Jackson Nguyen.
Hauser’s shot was saved by an outstretched Colts goalkeeper.

Two minutes later, freshman Sid Crowe slipped between the Colts’
midfield and outside back for a run at the goal. Sophomore Caden Holland found
Crowe with a through ball. Crowe’s shot was on target but fingertip saved by the DeSales goalkeeper.
CAL began to find momentum and space in the DeSales defense,
however, the young Centurions were unable to put away first half
chances. A CAL scoring opportunity from Hauser in the final minute of the opening half off another through ball from Nguyen was
saved high over the bar, giving DeSales a 1 – 0 lead at the break.
CAL put together a quick attack in the opening minute of the second half that was saved by the Colts goalkeeper. In the 42nd minute, DeSales played a through ball to their striker who wrestled
his way through the CAL defense and finished for a 2 – 0 Colts
lead.
A spirited Centurions attack in the final minutes produced a free kick just outside the
DeSales 18-yard box. Freshman Nick Bischoff placed a shot over the Colts defenders
that found the top corner of the net to put CAL on the board just before the buzzer.
DeSales would hold possession for the final moments for a 2 – 1 CAL loss.
(continued on next page)
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10/14 vs. Lexington Christian Academy
Thanks to the hard work from CAL Athletic Director, Brad Morgan, CAL
JV was able to schedule a home match against Lexington Christian Academy JV to end the season.
Your CAL JV Centurions were clearly excited about getting another
game, and their only home game on the season. CAL jumped on the
visiting Eagles from the opening whistle and put shot after shot on
goal, however, LCA’s goalkeeper proved up to the task.
Sophomore Bryson Hauser, freshman Jack Keith, and freshman Nick
Bischoff combined for shots in the 3rd, 5th, 10th, and 11th minutes before breaking through with a feed from Keith to Hauser, whose shot
was deflected but carried into the back of the net to put CAL on the board first for a 1 – 0
lead.
Keith and Hauser would connect again in the 16th and 17th
minutes for shots on goal, however, the Eagles goalkeeper
kept CAL out of the net. Bischoff would get in the shooting act in the 18th minute with a shot from the left wing
that sailed just high and over the crossbar.
LCA saw their first serious threat in the 27th
minute with a solid shot on target, however,
freshman Jason “Smidge” Coleman saved
the shot wide and chased down the rebound to end the threat.
LCA closed the first half with a corner in the closing seconds that pinballed among no less than a dozen red and white shirts before sneaking
into the back of the CAL net to level the match 1 – 1 at the break.
An evenly battled second half saw both teams with scoring opportunities
turned away by the respective goalkeepers. For CAL, freshman Cole
Janes pr ovided an offensive spar k pushing the CAL attack for war d.
Janes took his own shot in the 37th minute before providing assists to
freshman Sid Crowe on a header saved by the LCA keeper, and later a
through ball to Hauser.
Freshman Sam Raley’s bullet of a pass down the right flank in the 57th minute found Bischoff on
the run, whose shot across the face of the LCA goal was a touch long for a streaking Hauser
looking to put CAL back on top. (continued on next page)

Open Tues—Fri 2:30-4:00pm
Closed on Mondays

Open until 7pm for all
HOME Varsity Football Games

(502) 753-4598
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At the end of regulation, the score remained 1 – 1. The coaching staffs
and team green met near the midfield stripe and agreed to move the game
straight to penalty kicks to decide a winner.
CAL sent Bischoff, freshman Jackson Nguyen, Janes, Keith, and Hauser to represent the
Centurions.
Stepping to the spot to open the shootout, Bischoff drilled his shot into the top left.
LCA’s first shot hit the bottom of the crossbar but had just enough English to spin into
the net off the bounce.
Nguyen fooled LCA’s keeper with his slowroller into the bottom left.
LCA’s second shot was good.
Janes powered his shot into the top right to push CAL ahead 3 – 2.
LCA evened the PK’s at 3 – 3.
Up 4th for the Centurions, Keith beat the LCA keeper.
Keeping the drama alive, LCA’s 4th shot was true.
Hauser stepped to the mark 5th for CAL and made good on his attempt.
On LCA’s 5th shot, Smidge got a hand on the shot, forcing it up and off the crossbar.
Shot saved.
CAL wins!
Boys JV Soccer Season Record: 1 – 2 – 0

Christian Academy Softball
Pancake Fundraiser

CAL Cafeteria
$7.00
Saturday, November 13th
8:30am-11am
Contact Coach Mullin to purchase tickets
kmullin@rev-a-shelf.com
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It’s tournament time! The 5/6 grade CAL field hockey
team received a first round bye in the tournament, so they
played their first game in the semi-finals on September 28th against Louisville Collegiate. The Lady Centurions came ready to compete and dominated offensively. Our midfielders and forwards controlled the game
scoring seven goals by seven different Centurions! What a selfless team
effort! The following girls put points on the board; Josie Redman, Amelia
Ohr, Kylie Moore, Lindsey Sloan, Sarah Wedding, Hailey Lesperance
and Ella Hodge. The defense didn’t see much action in this game, but
when they did they were ready! The defensive group was lead by Addy Henderson-Schlierf, Sadie Beighey
and Maddie VanAllsburg. And for her fifth game this season, goalkeeper Grace Combest did not allow a single goal. CAL won 7-0 over Louisville Collegiate and advanced to the league championship game the following evening.
The entire season has lead up to this final game, the 5/6 grade league
championship. The undefeated Centurions played the Anchorage Anchors on September 29th for the title. Anchorage always brings
strong competition, but the Lady Centurions brought it too and didn’t
let up. Forward, Sarah Wedding got the Centurions on the board first
with her goal early into the first quarter. The momentum continued
with the next two goals scored by forward, Josie Redman followed
by another goal by fellow forward, Ella Hodge. Goalkeeper, Grace
Combest and center back, Addy Henderson-Schlierf battled
defensively to keep Anchorage away from scoring opportunities. Additional defensive hustle was seen by Lucy Moody, Maddie VanAllsburg, Abby Baker and Kendall Geren. Sadie Beighey made an amazing
save to keep Anchorage from scoring their first goal. Midfielders; Jordan Akin, Lindsey Sloan, Kylie Moore, Eviana Steinrock and Hailey
Lesperance kept moving the ball forward into scoring territory. Hodge
put an additional one in the goal to end the night and seal the win. The
Lady Centurions remain undefeated and win the 5/6 grade league
championship with a final
score of 5-0!
It was a record breaking season for these young Centurions! They
finished their undefeated season with a 6-0-1 record. In addition to
their wins, these girls scored a whopping 38 goals against their opponents and only allowed ONE
goal all season long!
As coaches, we are most
proud of their selfless performance on the field and humble attitude as they competed
each week. These girls are great friends and teammates to one another
and this has lead to their success on the field this season. Life is better
when we “stick” together! =)
HUSTLE, HIT, NEVER QUIT! GO CAL!!! (more photos on next page)
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Brad Morgan, Director of Athletics 244-3225 ext. 1072 bmorgan@caschools.us
Jared McKinney, Assistant AD, 244-3225, ext 1037 jmckinney@caschools.us
George Washington, Assistant AD, 244-3225, ext 1147 glwashington@caschools.us
Cora Parker, Administrative Assistant 244-3225 ext. 1080 cparker@caschools.us
Hunter Cantwell, Scheduling Coordinator 244-3225 ext 1081 hcantwell@caschools.us
Hollie Foster, Sports Information, 244-3225 ext. 1054, hfoster@caschools.us
Trisha Pullen, Centurion Armory, 753-4598, tpullen@caschools.us
Tyler Hoffman, Athletic Trainer, trhoffman@kort.com
FALL SPORTS: HIGH SCHOOL
Cross Country— Lowery Stallings
Cheerleading—Morgan Robinson
Field Hockey—Stephanie Seeley
Football—Hunter Cantwell
Golf—Greg Zimmerer
Boys Soccer—Grant Hendrix
Girls Soccer—John Zutt
Volleyball—Paige Suttton
FALL SPORTS: MIDDLE SCHOOL
Cross Country–Allison Taylor
Cheerleading– Courtney Jackson
Field Hockey—Brad Lacy
Football—Kris Griffee
Volleyball–Juliann Parrish
Tennis Girls/Boys—Madison Rumbuc
WINTER SPORTS: HIGH SCHOOL
Archery—Jacob Killion
Boys Basketball—Aaron Hill
Girls Basketball—Cameron Pridemore
Bowling—Jeff Imlay
Esports—Phillip Salmen
Cheerleading—Morgan Robinson
Swimming—David Robinson
WINTER SPORTS: MIDDLE SCHOOL
Archery—Jacob Killion
Boys Basketball—Jonathan Keith
Girls Basketball—Doug Wilkins
Cheerleading– Courtney Jackson
Swimming—TBD
SPRING SPORTS: HIGH SCHOOL
Baseball—Michael Clark
Softball—Kyle Mullin
Boys Lacrosse—Matt Hoetker
Girls Lacrosse—Jason Curran
Boys Tennis—John O’Bryan
Girls Tennis—Madison Rumbuc
Boys/Girls Track and Field—TBD

SPRING SPORTS: MIDDLE SCHOOL
Baseball—Andrew Viola
Softball—Jeff Ashley
Boys Lacrosse—TBD
Girls Lacrosse—Eric Kovatch
Boys/Girls Golf—Justin Davis
Girls Soccer—John Zutt
Boys Soccer—TBD
Boys/Girls Track—Allison Taylor
Intramural Offerings: Grades K-5
Jared McKinney, Assistant AD, 244-3225, ext 1037, jmckinney@caschools.us
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